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The eukaryotic cilium/flagellum is a multifunctional organelle involved in an array of biological processes ranging from cell motility to cell signaling. Many cells in the human body, across a range of tissues and organs, produce either single or multiple, motile or nonmotile cilia where they perform diverse biological processes essential for maintaining human health. This diversity of function is reflected in an equally diverse range of pathologies and syndromes that result from ciliary/flagellar dysfunction via inherited mutations. This diversity is a reflection of the molecular complexity, both in components and in protein interactions of this organelle ([@ref1], [@ref2]).

The canonical eukaryotic flagellum displays a characteristic "9 + 2" microtubular profile, where nine outer doublet microtubules encircle two singlet central pair microtubules, an arrangement found in organisms as diverse as trypanosomes, green algae, and mammals. Although this 9 + 2 microtubule arrangement has been highly conserved through eukaryotic evolution, there are examples where this standard layout has been modified, including the "9 + 0" layout of primary cilia and the "9 + 9 + 2" of many insect sperm flagella. In addition to this highly conserved 9 + 2 microtubule structure, flagella and cilia show a vast range of discrete substructures, such as the inner and outer dynein arms, nexin links, radial spokes, bipartite bridges, beak-like projections, ponticuli, and other microtubule elaborations that are essential for cilium/flagellum function. Cilia and flagella can also exhibit various extra-axonemal elaborations, and although these are often restricted to specific lineages, there is evidence that some functions, such as metabolic specialization, provided by these diverse structures are conserved ([@ref3], [@ref4]). Examples of such extraaxonemal elaborations include the fibrous or rod-like structures in the flagellum of the parasite *Giardia lamblia* ([@ref5]), kinetoplastid protozoa ([@ref6], [@ref7]), and mammalian sperm flagella, along with extra sheaths of microtubules in insect sperm flagella ([@ref8]).

Several recent studies have set out to determine the protein composition of the flagellum and demonstrated the existence of both an evolutionarily conserved core of flagellum/cilium proteins and a large number of lineage-restricted components ([@ref9]--[@ref13]). Although these approaches provide an invaluable catalogue of the protein components of the flagellum, they provide only limited information on the substructural localization of proteins and do not address either the likely protein-protein interactions or the function of these proteins within the flagellum. To address these issues, the protein composition of some axonemal substructures (radial spoke complexes; for example see Ref. [@ref14]) has been determined by direct isolation of these structures, and a number of complexes have been resolved by the use of co-immunoprecipitation of indicator proteins (for example see Refs. [@ref15] and [@ref16]). In addition the localization and function of a number of flagellar proteins have been investigated by detailed analysis of mutant cell lines (particularly of *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii*) that exhibit defined structural defects within the assembled axoneme. Early studies employed two-dimensional PAGE to compare the proteomic profile of purified flagella derived from *C. reinhardtii* mutants and wild type cells ([@ref17]--[@ref22]) that showed numerous proteomic differences in the derived profiles. The available technology did not allow identification of the individual proteins within the profiles. Recent proteomic advances offer the opportunity for this identification. For instance the comparative proteomic technique isotope coded affinity tagging has been used to identify components of the outer dynein arm ([@ref23]). This technique utilizes stable isotope tagging to quantify the relative concentration of proteins between two samples.

Trypanosomatids are important protozoan parasites whose flagellum is a critical organelle for their cell biology and pathogenicity. Their experimental tractability also provides opportunities for generic insights to the eukaryotic flagellum. They are responsible for a number of devastating diseases of humans and other mammals, including commercially important livestock, in some of the poorest areas of the world ([@ref24]--[@ref26]). All kinetoplastids build a flagellum that contains an extra-axonemal structure termed the paraflagellar rod (PFR).[3](#fn4){ref-type="fn"} In the case of the African trypanosome *Trypanosoma brucei brucei*, this consists of a complex subdomain organization of a proximal, intermediate, and distal domain as well as links to specific doublets of the axoneme and a structure known as the flagellum attachment zone (FAZ) by which the flagellum is attached to the cell body for much of its length ([@ref6], [@ref7]). The PFR is required for cell motility ([@ref27], [@ref28]) and serves as a scaffold for metabolic and signaling enzymes ([@ref3], [@ref29], [@ref30]). We have previously shown that the presence of this structure is essential for the survival of the mammalian bloodstream form of the parasite both *in vitro* (in culture) ([@ref12]) and *in vivo* (in mice) ([@ref31]) as part of a wider requirement for motility in this life cycle stage ([@ref12], [@ref32], [@ref33]).

Two major protein components of the PFR (PFR1 and PFR2) have been identified ([@ref34]--[@ref38]) along with several minor PFR protein components ([@ref3], [@ref29], [@ref30], [@ref39]--[@ref43]). The availability of RNAi techniques in *T. brucei* allowed the generation of the inducible mutant cell line *snl2* ([@ref44]), in which RNAi-mediated ablation of the PFR2 protein causes the specific loss of both the distal and intermediate PFR subdomains (see [Fig. 1*A*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). After RNAi induction cells become paralyzed but remain viable ([@ref44]). Our laboratory ([@ref3]) has previously identified two PFR-specific adenylate kinases by comparing two-dimensional SDS-PAGE gels of purified flagella from induced and noninduced *snl2* cells. These proteins cannot be incorporated into the PFR after PFR2 ablation.

The ability to ablate PFR2 and hence disable assembly of a major portion of the PFR affords an opportunity to apply advanced proteomic approaches to identify additional PFR proteins. In this present study we have used two complementary proteomic approaches, two-dimensional fluorescence difference gel electrophoresis (DIGE) ([@ref45]) and isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantitation (iTRAQ; Applied Biosystems), to investigate PFR+ and PFR--flagella to define 30 components of these two PFR subdomains. We have also conducted a bioinformatic analysis of amino acid motifs present in this protein cohort to gain insights into the possible functions of novel proteins and used epitope tagging approaches to confirm the PFR localization of a test set of identified proteins. We then asked whether it was possible to combine comparative proteomics with further analysis of RNAi mutant trypanosomes to provide detailed information on the individual interactions and assembly dependences within the novel PFR components we had identified. By iterating the subtractive proteomic analysis with novel putative PFR proteins, we were able to reveal the existence of distinct PFR protein dependence relationships and provide intriguing new insight into regulatory processes potentially operating within the trypanosome flagellum. Finally, this study establishes the mutant/proteomic combination as a powerful enabling approach for revealing dependences within subcohorts of the flagellar proteome.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
=======================

*Cell Culture*---Procyclic *T. brucei* cells were cultured at 28 °C in SDM-79 medium supplemented with 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated fetal calf serum as previously described ([@ref46]). For induction of RNAi doxycyclin was added to the medium to a final concentration of 1 μg ml^--1^.

*Vector Construction*---200--800 bp from the open reading frame of the gene of interest (open reading frame product) and 200--300 bp of the sequence immediately upstream of the gene of interest (untranslated region product) were amplified by PCR from genomic DNA with the addition of appropriate restriction endonuclease recognition sequences (supplemental text). Open reading frame products were inserted into p2T7-177 ([@ref47]) between SpeI and XhoI sites, and open reading frame and untranslated region products were inserted into pENT6 BTyYFP ([@ref48]) between SpeI and BamHI sites.

*Transfection*---Purified linearized plasmid DNA was used to transfect logarithmically growing cultures of procyclic form *T. brucei* by electroporation (3 × 100 μs pulses of 1700V). Transfected cells were selected by the addition of 10 μg ml^--1^ Blasticidin (pENT6 BTyYFP derivatives) and/or 5 μg ml^--1^ Phleomycin (p2T7-177 derivatives) to the growth medium.

*Preparation of Flagella*---Procyclic form *T. brucei* were first treated with PEME (100 m[m]{.smallcaps} PIPES, pH 6.9, 2 m[m]{.smallcaps} EGTA, 1 m[m]{.smallcaps} MgSO~4~, 0.1 m[m]{.smallcaps} EDTA) + 1% Nonidet P-40 and then PEME + 1 [m]{.smallcaps} NaCl in the presence of protease inhibitors, DNaseI, and RNaseA. Insoluble material consisting of components of the axoneme, PFR, and a number of other flagellar associated structures but not the flagellar membrane or other soluble components such as IFT particles, was either used immediately or stored for short periods at --20 °C. One-dimensional SDS-PAGE and Western blotting were performed using standard protocols.

*Analysis by DIGE*---Paired protein samples were labeled with Cy Fluors for DIGE (GE Healthcare) and pooled according to the manufacturer\'s protocols. Immobilised pH gradient strips were rehydrated in the presence of the samples for 20 h before first dimension focusing (50 μA strip^--1^ current limit; 10--500 V gradient for 4 h; 500--8000 V gradient for 5 h; 8000 V hold for 6 h). Second dimension separation was performed using SDS-PAGE (1 Watt gel^--1^ for 1 h and then 13 Watt gel^--1^ for 4--5 h). Spots were visualized on a Typhoon scanner (GE Healthcare) and analyzed using DeCyder software (GE Healthcare). Spots of interest (criteria in main text) were excised, and proteins identification was performed as below.

*Tryptic Digests and MALDI*---Two-dimensional gel spots were excised and in-gel digested with trypsin. Briefly gel pieces were washed twice in 25 m[m]{.smallcaps} ammonium bicarbonate (Fluka) in 50% acetonitrile (Sigma), dehydrated with an acetonitrile wash, and reduced in 10 m[m]{.smallcaps} dithiothreitol (Fluka) for 30 min, before being washed again and dehydrated prior to alkylation using 55 m[m]{.smallcaps} iodoacetamide (Fluka) for 60 min. Gel pieces were digested with 200 ng of trypsin at 37 °C overnight. Peptides were acidified using 1 μl of trifluoroacetic acid (Fluka) and extracted with a wash of 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid in 50% acetonitrile and a wash of 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid in 100% acetonitrile. Supernatants were pooled and dried in a SpeedVac (Thermo). Peptides were purified using a home-made C18 purification tips. Peptides were spotted using α-cyano-hydoxycinnamic matrix and analyzed on an Applied Biosystems 4800 MALDI-TOF-TOF. Data were searched using MASCOT (MatrixScience) against an in-house curated *T. brucei* data base containing trypsin and human keratin. Tolerance was set at 50 ppm for MS and 0.1 Da for MS/MS. Carbamidomethylation of cysteine was set as a fixed modification, and methionine oxidation was set as a variable modification. Positive identifications were accepted with a confidence interval of 99% or greater and two unique peptides.

*iTRAQ and Liquid Chromatography MALDI*---iTRAQ was performed as per manufacturer\'s recommendations and labeled peptides purified on an SCX cartridge (Applied Biosystems). The iTRAQ-labeled peptides were fractionated by C18 reverse phase HPLC using a Dionex U3000 nano-HPLC coupled to a Probot spotting robot. A 100-min gradient was used, and fractions were spotted, along with MALDI matrix, directly onto the MALDI target at 15-s intervals. The liquid chromatography run was analyzed on an Applied Biosystems 4800 MALDI-TOF-TOF mass spectrometer, and the data were analyzed using GPS Explorer (Applied Biosystems) and MASCOT. Tolerance was set at 50 ppm for MS and 0.1 Da for MS/MS. Positive identifications were accepted with a confidence interval of 99% or greater and two unique peptides.

*Immunofluorescence*---Cells were settled onto glass slides and extracted by the addition of 1% Nonidet P-40 in PEME. Cytoskeletons were fixed in methanol and then labeled with BB2 ([@ref49]) (Ty epitope) and L6B3 ([@ref50]) (FAZ). Labeling was visualized with 488 fluor-conjugated α-mouse IgM (Invitrogen) or 594 fluor-conjugated α-mouse IgG1 (Invitrogen). The slides were mounted in Vectashield mounting medium with 4′,6′-diamino-2-phenylindole (Vector Laboratories Inc) and examined on a Zeiss Axioplan 2 microscope.

*Bioinformatics*---BLAST ([@ref51]) alignments were performed either by using software and data bases available via the Sanger Institute at GeneDB or using an in-house BLAST program available via NCBI with genomes downloaded from JGI or NCBI. For reciprocal BLAST an e-value maximum of 1 e^--10^ was used, and BLAST results were processed using custom Perl scripts and Excel spreadsheets. MEME searches ([@ref52], [@ref53]) were parameterized to find any number of repetitions between 6 and 300 amino acids with no limitation on the number of motifs and an entry *p* value cut-off of 1 e^--5^. WebLogo was used to generate sequence logos ([@ref54]). Hidden Markov models were generated as previously described ([@ref55]).

FIGURE 1.*A*, electron microscopy images (prepared as described previously ([@ref12])) of *T. brucei snl2* noninduced and RNAi-induced flagellar transverse sections shows the loss of a large part of the PFR structure. *Bar*, 100 nm. *B*, frequencies (resolution 0.25) of log~2~ protein abundance ratios of noninduced to noninduced samples from quadruplex iTRAQ. *C*, averaged frequencies (resolution 0.25) of log~2~ protein abundance ratios of induced to noninduced samples from quadruplex iTRAQ. *D*, log~2~ protein abundance ratios of induced to noninduced samples from all iTRAQ experiments for all proteins that show at least a 2-fold decrease after RNAi induction of *snl2*. α- and β-tubulin show a less than 2-fold change as expected. The results of individual sample pairs are graphed separately as per key.

RESULTS
=======

*Comparative Proteomic Analysis of the snl2 RNAi Mutant Cell Line Identifies Known and Putative PFR Components*---We have used two complementary comparative proteomic techniques, iTRAQ and DIGE, to identify proteins that are absent from flagella purified from the *snl2* induced cells but present in noninduced flagellum samples.

Using iTRAQ, we analyzed three independent sample pairs, each consisting of a noninduced and 72-h RNAi-induced purified flagella. Two sample pairs were analyzed in a quadruplex experiment using four iTRAQ labels, whereas the remaining sample pair was analyzed in a duplex iTRAQ experiment utilizing two of the available labels. In total, 239 proteins were identified in these samples, of which 53% were present in our recent *T. brucei* flagellum proteome ([@ref12]). An advantage of using a quadruplex design for two of the pairs is the ability to obtain abundance ratios between the noninduced samples of each pair. When plotted as a frequency distribution of log~2~ ratios, this shows a near symmetrical distribution with 98% of log~2~ ratios falling between --1 and +1 (*i.e.* a less than 2-fold change in either direction) ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). A plot of log~2~ ratios of the two RNAi-induced samples reveals a similar distribution (not shown). When average log~2~ ratios of the RNAi-induced to noninduced samples are plotted in the same way, a shoulder is observed on the distribution for values of log~2~ ratio less than --1 ([Fig. 1*C*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). With reference to the ratio distribution obtained by comparison of the two noninduced samples, we defined our proteins of interest as those with a log~2~ ratio of less than --1 in either iTRAQ experiment (*i.e.* a greater than 2-fold reduction after PFR2 ablation). In cases where ratios passed this test in one experiment and failed in the other, the ratio generated by the highest number of peptides was accepted. If this occurred between samples in the quadruplex iTRAQ, we applied a stringent approach and did not classify the protein as of interest. The portfolio of PFR candidates generated by this approach consists of 24 proteins, and results from each sample pair are plotted separately in ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

FIGURE 2.**Two-dimensional DIGE analysis of *snl2* noninduced and induced flagella.** The gels were analyzed using Decyder software (GE Healthcare), and spots that show a greater than 2-fold decrease in volume are marked.

We also performed a comparative analysis on the *snl2* mutant using DIGE, another established proteomic technology, in three experiments using two independent paired samples (noninduced and 72 h RNAi-induced) in each experiment. The resulting gels were analyzed using DeCyder software, and spots were selected on the basis of a fold change in spot volume greater than two (consistent with the criteria applied to the iTRAQ results) ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Spots that exhibited this fold modulation were excised from the gels and subjected to tandem MS protein identification. In total 62 spots were sequenced, and 36 proteins were identified. In cases where multiple identifications were forthcoming from a single spot, we again applied a conservative criterion and did not classify these as proteins of interest because we cannot be sure of the specific contribution of each protein to the reduction in spot volume. It is likely, however, that at least some of these excluded 20 proteins are *bona fide* PFR components and await further investigation for confirmation. Although one specific group of spots did show an increase in spot volume after induction, no protein identifications were forthcoming from MS/MS analysis. The observation that several spots increased in abundance as a result of PFR2 ablation may be due to differences in post-translational modification altering the mobility of proteins in either one or both of the electrophoresis dimensions. There is no evidence of any other spots increasing in abundance or appearing as a consequence of PFR2 ablation, so it is likely that the majority of the changes observed are due to the absence of proteins in the sample. In total 16 proteins were identified as PFR candidates in this screen, 10 of which were also identified by iTRAQ.

FIGURE 3.**Domain and motif architecture of the PFR proteins identified using Pfam and Interpro data bases and MEME (see text for details).** BLAST analysis reveals that 25 proteins of the 30 identified in our proteome are trypanosomatid specific, whereas the remaining five are found in either or both *Chlamydomonas* and human.

In summary these two proteomic approaches identified 30 proteins as PFR candidates ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) of which 20 are novel. These novel proteins are named here as paraflagellar rod proteome components (PFCs) 1--20. Two proteins in the data set have existing annotations but have not previously been associated with the PFR. KMP-11 has been shown to be differentially expressed during the life cycle of several kinetoplastids and has been localized to the flagellum ([@ref56], [@ref57]). Tb11.01.6300 is annotated as a PI3K-related kinase by homology, and our analyses of the predicted domain architecture and size of the protein are consistent with this automated annotation (see below). 15 proteins have been identified as PFR components by previous studies, and eight of these proteins are present in our data set. These are the major PFR proteins PFR1 and PFR2 ([@ref34]--[@ref38]), PAR1 ([@ref39], [@ref42]), PFR5 ([@ref43]), Tb5.20 ([@ref40]), calmodulin ([@ref30]), and, as mentioned above, the PFR adenylate kinases ADKA and ADKB ([@ref3]).

TABLE 1**Summary of PFR candidates identified in this analysis**PFCs and known PFR proteins are identified by a reduction in protein abundance following inducible RNAi against PFR2. Accession numbers relate to the *T. brucei* genome project. Relative abundance of proteins is shown as a log~2~ of the ratio of spot volumes (DIGE) or peak areas of reporter ions (iTRAQ) between RNAi-induced and noninduced samples.**Accession numberNameDIGE peptides for identificationLog~2~ average induced:noninduced DIGE ratioiTRAQ quadruplex peptidesiTRAQ duplex peptidesLog~2~ average induced:noninduced ratio**Tb09.211.4513KMP-1110-1.06Tb10.26.0680PFC167-2.79Tb10.389.0100PFC202-1.61Tb10.61.1260PFC156-1.47Tb10.6k15.0140PFC1916-1.4232-1.24Tb10.6k15.0810PFC1427-2.2472-1.56Tb10.6k15.1510PFC182-1.40Tb11.01.3000PFC174-1.383-1.57Tb11.01.4623Calmodulin3-1.34Tb11.01.5100Par138-2.7886-1.75Tb11.01.6300PI3K-related kinase2-1.52Tb11.01.6510PFC93-1.88Tb11.01.6740Tb5.2042-1.94Tb11.02.2350PFC122-1.83Tb927.2.2160PFC1124-1.1132-1.47Tb927.2.3660PFC102-1.30Tb927.2.4330PFR53-1.42Tb927.2.5660ADKA15-3.38-1.63Tb927.2.950PFC132-1.31Tb927.3.3750PFC78-2.842-2.25Tb927.3.3770PFC620-1.842-0.66Tb927.3.4290PFR135-2.722830-2.53Tb927.6.3670PFC82-1.51Tb927.6.4140PFC42-2.51Tb927.7.1920PFC514-1.77Tb927.8.1550PFC333-2.1398-1.38Tb927.8.3790PFC29-2.63-2.45Tb927.8.4970PFR238-2.722732-2.38Tb927.8.6660PFC114-192-1.90Tb10.70.7330ADKB13-2.12

*Bioinformatic Analysis of PFR Proteins Reveals Known and Novel Motifs*---Because the PFR is an extra-axonemal structure specific to trypanosomes and related protozoa, it might be expected that many of the PFR proteins will be restricted to this lineage. Indeed *in silico* analysis using a reciprocal BLASTP methodology ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) revealed that 25 of the proteins identified are either restricted to *T. brucei* or have a corresponding gene in the *Leishmania major* genome but cannot be found in either the *Homo sapiens* or *C. reinhardtii* genomes. However, homologues were detected in either *H. sapiens, C. reinhardtii*, or both for five of these proteins. In some cases, for example calmodulin, this may be as a result of other functions in the cell, but it may also give an insight into conserved flagellar functions, albeit built into variable flagellar structures ([@ref4]).

We subsequently analyzed the domain and motif architecture of proteins present in our data set using the motif analysis tool MEME ([@ref52], [@ref53]). This analysis identified numerous domains, many of which correspond to previously predicted Pfam domains ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). As previously reported the PFR domain (PF05149) was identified in PFR1, PFR2, PFR5, and PAR1 ([@ref43]), but we also detected an additional novel occurrence of this domain in Tb5.20. A motif corresponding to the EF hand domain (PF00036) was detected in five proteins (Tb5.20, PFC1, PFC7, PFC6, and calmodulin) and one corresponding to the leucine-rich repeat domain (PF00560) was present in four proteins (PFC13, PFC14, PFC2, and PFC5). As expected, motifs consistent with adenylate kinase signatures were detected for ADKA and ADKB. A Pfam analysis of the data set also identified two IQ calcium-independent calmodulin binding motifs (PF00612) in PFC15, a Beige/BEACH domain (PF02138) in PFC10, as previously reported ([@ref43]), an SH3 (PF00018) domain in PFR5, and a phosphatidylinositol 3- and 4-kinase (PF00454) and FATC (PF02260) domain in Tb11.01.6300, consistent with the automatic PI3K-related kinase annotation.

In addition to these known domains, MEME also revealed the presence of three novel motifs named here meme 1--3. meme1 is a variable 15-amino acid motif that is present in eight proteins within this data set (PFR1, PFR2, PFR5, Tb5.20, PFC1, PFC9, PFC8, and PFC14) (supplemental Fig. S1*A*). Although the domain is present in four proteins that also carry the PFR domain, the extent of meme1 does not coincide with any part of this larger domain. Interrogation of the whole *T. brucei* genome using a hidden Markov model (generated from the alignment of meme1) identified only nine proteins, eight of which were identified in our PFR proteome (supplemental Fig. S1*B*). Interestingly, the additional protein (Tb10.70.4370) has previously been identified in our *T. brucei* flagellar proteome ([@ref12]) and appears to be trypanosomatid-specific. meme2 is a short variable motif of 11 amino acids that is repeated 53 times in Tb5.20 and 10 times in PFC9 (supplemental Fig. S1*C*). Interestingly, when a hidden Markov model generated from the alignment of meme2 was used to query the predicted proteins in the *T. brucei* genome, the only additional protein identified was TbI2 ([@ref41]), a known PFR protein that contains this motif 19 times. meme3 is a 21-amino acid motif present in PFC4, PFC16, and PFC3 (supplemental Fig. S1*D*). A hidden Markov model generated from the alignment of this motif did not identify any additional proteins when used to search the *T. brucei* genome.

*PFC Proteins Localize to the PFR*---The portfolio of proteins generated in this analysis contains eight proteins previously proposed as PFR components. These initial descriptions have come from a number of kinetoplastids ([@ref3], [@ref30], [@ref38], [@ref40], [@ref42]) and are supported by variable levels of evidence. Where necessary the annotation of these proteins in the *T. brucei* data set has been inferred from bioinformatics using the TriTryp genome projects ([@ref58]--[@ref60]). The presence of these PFR proteins in this data set (representing over 25% of the identifications) is comforting and shows that this RNAi mutant/comparative proteomic method is capable of identifying genuine PFR components and supports the annotation of PFR proteins previously identified only by bioinformatics. To validate the remaining proteins in the data set, we selected seven novel proteins that are representative of the methodologies used to identify them (PFC5 and PFC16: identified only by DIGE; PFC15 and PFC4: identified only by iTRAQ; PFC3, PFC11, and PFC14: identified by both methods) for subcellular localization by epitope tagging and immunofluorescence microscopy. We also used this epitope tagging strategy to localize PFR2 and PAR1, proteins that have previously been shown to localize to the PFR. Transgenic cell lines were generated in which one of the endogenous copies of the gene of interest carried the in-frame coding sequence for the Ty epitope tag ([@ref49]) immediately downstream of the start codon. Trypanosome cells were fixed and assayed by immunodouble labeling using antibodies against the Ty epitope tag and the FAZ ([@ref50]). In *T. brucei*, the PFR lies alongside the axoneme from a point after the flagellum exits the flagellar pocket, beyond the start point of the FAZ, to a point beyond the region of attachment to the cell body. In all cases the tagged protein localized in a portion of the flagellum ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) with a labeling pattern consistent with the PFR ([Fig. 4*B*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). All of the proteins were distributed along the length of the flagellum as either a continuous or punctate line. Including the known PFR proteins in our data set, we now have strong evidence for PFR localization of 50% of the proteins identified (and 100% of those tested), suggesting that this is a robust data set that contains a very high proportion of *bona fide* PFR proteins.

*Comparative Proteomics and RNAi Identifies Subgroups, Dependences, and Interactions within the Cohort of PFR Proteins*---The presence of calmodulin and the calcium and calmodulin recognition domains in the PFC proteins is indicative of a calcium-regulated system operating within the PFR. To investigate interactions of components within this potential calcium signaling pathway, we conducted RNAi/comparative proteomic analyses using DIGE against two cryptic proteins with predicted domains involved in calcium signaling; PFC1 (EF-hand calcium-binding domain) and PFC15 (IQ-calmodulin-binding domain). A number of spots showed volume reductions following RNAi-mediated ablation of PFC1 and PFC15, and by reference to *snl2* DIGE gels ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), the identity of the corresponding proteins was determined to be PFC1, ADKA, and ADKB. ADKA spot volumes decreased significantly as a result of RNAi against either PFC1 (log~2~ ratio ADKA, --0.84) or PFC15 (log~2~ ratio ADKA, --2.22). PFC1 spot volume was reduced as effectively by PFC15 RNAi (log~2~ ratio PFC1, --1.50) as it was by PFC1 RNAi (log~2~ ratio PFC1, --1.53); however, the effect on ADKB spot volume in these RNAi backgrounds differed with a significant reduction only observed after PFC15 RNAi (PFC1 RNAi log~2~ ratio: --0.37, PFC15 RNAi log~2~ ratio, --1.25) ([Fig. 5*A*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Although the reasons for this are not immediately clear, it may suggest a role for other proteins in this complex or transport into the flagellum/PFR as a factor. PFC15 has not been detected in DIGE analyses, possibly because of its highly basic nature (predicted pI 10.4). To determine the fate of PFC15 in these RNAi cell lines, we tagged one of the endogenous copies of the gene with a Ty epitope in both PFC1 and PFC15 RNAi backgrounds. RNAi induced and noninduced detergent-extracted pellets derived from each cell line were compared by Western blotting using an antibody that recognizes the Ty epitope. This revealed that, as expected, Ty-PFC15 is readily detectable in noninduced samples and is not present after PFC15 RNAi. However, this analysis also showed that the Ty-PFC15 protein is not correctly assembled into the flagellum after RNAi against PFC1 ([Fig. 5*B*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). DIGE analyses using these tagged RNAi cell lines reproduced the previous result for untagged cell lines (data not shown). Overall these results show the interdependency of PFC1 and PFC15 and suggest a possible role for calcium regulation of adenylate kinase function in the PFR. In contrast to the severe motility consequences following ablation of PFR2 and the gross reduction in the PFR structure ([@ref28]), RNAi against either PFC1 or PFC15 did not obviously affect the motility of the cells under culture conditions (data not shown), as similarly reported previously following RNAi ablation of both ADKA and ADKB ([@ref3]).

FIGURE 4.*A*, Ty epitope tagging of endogenous loci of seven PFC proteins. All seven tagged proteins localize to the flagellum with a pattern consistent with the PFR. *B*, Ty epitope tagging of endogenous loci of the known PFR components PFR2 and PAR1 exemplify a PFR localization. *Green*, Ty tagged protein; *magenta*, FAZ; *blue*, 4′, 6′-diamino-2-phenylindole. *Bar*, 2 μm. *Arrow*, distal extent of the FAZ; *arrowhead*, start point of the Ty signal.

FIGURE 5.*A*, two-dimensional DIGE analysis of PFC1 and PFC15 noninduced and induced flagella. The gels were analyzed using Decyder software (GE Healthcare), which was used to generate three-dimensional representations of the spots that show a change in volume after induction. In both RNAi environments, significant reductions in volume were seen for spots corresponding to PFC1 and ADKA. An equally significant volume decrease was observed for ADKB after PFC15 RNAi, but this was not observed after PFC1 RNAi. *B*, Western blot showing the absence of Ty epitope-tagged PFC15 from the detergent-resistant fraction following RNAi against PFC15 and against PFC1. Ponceau-stained membrane is shown as a loading control.

DISCUSSION
==========

Our aim in this work was to establish a method that combines RNAi ablation of proteins of interest with cutting edge comparative proteomics techniques to generate proteomes for flagellar substructures and provide additional information about protein-protein interactions within these substructures. We have tested this protocol on the well characterized *T. brucei* PFR mutant *snl2* and have identified 30 proteins as components of the PFR. Furthermore, we have been able to iterate the process with novel PFR proteins to define a subset of interdependent components within the cohort. Whether the detected dependences are due to interactions in the final PFR structure or are a result of the process of transporting proteins to the flagellum remains to be determined. There are many advantages to the use of *T. brucei* for studies of this type. Reverse genetics approaches are well advanced, and the availability of a completed and well annotated genome (Ref. [@ref58]; hosted by the Sanger Institute) with a near total absence of introns greatly facilitates the construction of vectors for RNAi, overexpression, and epitope tagging, as well as protein identification by mass spectrometry. In the course of this study we have been able to rapidly turn novel protein identifications into localizations and RNAi phenotypes that have allowed us to target specific cohorts of interacting proteins within the larger framework of the PFR. Most importantly for general future use, our reiteration of this RNAi mutant/proteomic approach at the level of individual proteins (PFC1 and PFC15) shows it to have high sensitivity in revealing subcohort protein dependences.

*Previously Identified PFR Components*---Previous studies have identified 15 proteins as PFR components in Trypanosome or *Leishmania* species, based either on interactions, localization, bioinformatics, or a combination of these approaches ([@ref3], [@ref29], [@ref30], [@ref39]--[@ref43], [@ref61]). Eight of these previously identified PFR proteins were identified in this screen along with an additional 20 previously hypothetical proteins and two annotated proteins that have not previously been identified as PFR components (KMP-11 and PI3K-related kinase). Because PFR2 was the RNAi target in the snl2 cell line, it was expected that the level of PFR2 protein would be significantly reduced, and this was indeed the case, both by DIGE and iTRAQ analyses. The other major component of the PFR, PFR1 is also reduced, and although it is difficult to resolve these two proteins using two-dimensional DIGE, the average log~2~ ratios of induced to noninduced samples detected by iTRAQ are --2.4 (PFR1) and --2.6 (PFR2), which is consistent with a near stoichiometric loss of these two proteins after RNAi. Four other proteins have previously been given the soubriquet of PFR (or PAR) ([@ref39], [@ref42], [@ref43]), and of these PAR1 and PFR5 are both present in our data set.

Calmodulin has been shown to localize to the proximal and distal domains of the PFR as well as to the fibers attaching the PFR to the axoneme ([@ref30]). Consistent with this, calmodulin was identified by iTRAQ as being reduced following RNAi ablation of the PFR structure in the *snl2* cell line. There is evidence that calmodulin interacts directly with one of the major PFR components ([@ref30]), and several novel proteins described in our analysis have pfam motifs predicted as calmodulin- or calcium-binding domains. In the original proteomic analysis of the *snl2* mutant ([@ref3]), two novel adenylate kinases were identified as PFR components. These two proteins, designated ADKA and ADKB, have an unusual N-terminal extension that is both necessary and sufficient to localize these proteins to the PFR. Interestingly, neither ADKA nor ADKB were observed by iTRAQ within our criteria, but both were identified in the DIGE comparisons and are included in the final data set on this basis. Similarly a number of proteins were detected only by iTRAQ, which supports the use of both comparative methods to more fully explore the samples. The final previously known PFR component detected in this screen is the repetitive protein known as Tb5.20 ([@ref40]). This protein was isolated from a cDNA library using a complex antisera raised against *T. brucei* cytoskeletons, and specific antibodies to Tb5.20 localize along the whole length of the PFR.

Seven proteins that have previously been proposed as PFR components are not in our final data set: γ-tubulin, PAR4, PFR5, TbI2, TbI17, PDEB1, and PDEB2 ([@ref29], [@ref41]--[@ref43], [@ref61]). Their absence could be due to sampling variations, low protein abundance, masking by other proteins in the case of DIGE, or physical properties that may be refractory to MS identification. However, such absences might indicate discreet localization in the PFR substructures that are not ablated by RNAi against PFR2 such as the proximal domain or the links to the axoneme and FAZ ([@ref28]).

*Novel PFR Components*---Two proteins identified in our data set have a pre-existing annotation but have not previously been identified as PFR components. KMP-11 is a conserved membrane protein of kinetoplastids that is mainly associated with the developmental form present in the insect vector where it has been localized to the flagellum and flagellar pocket ([@ref56], [@ref57]). KMP-11 is currently exciting interest because of its immunological properties ([@ref62]), and a recent examination of the KMP-11 RNAi phenotype in *T. brucei* has suggested a role for this protein in regulating basal body segregation with additional consequences for nuclear and cell division ([@ref63]). Interestingly, a feature of this phenotype was the inability of cells to correctly assemble the FAZ filament in the procyclic but not the bloodstream form. A FAZ is still made in the *snl2* mutant as evidenced by the attachment of flagella to the cell body, and so this suggests that KMP-11 may have a complex localization within the PFR such that only a portion of the protein is lost after PFR2 ablation. Tb11.01.6300 is annotated in the *T. brucei* genome as a PI3K-related kinase by homology, and our analysis of the predicted physical properties of the protein would support this. The family of PI3K-related kinases do not phosphorylate lipids but instead have a Ser/Thr protein kinase activity ([@ref64]). We have not yet determined a function for this protein in the PFR, but a number of proteins identified in this analysis migrate on two-dimensional gels with a multi-spot pattern that suggests a role for protein phosphorylation in the PFR ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

We have also identified 20 proteins previously annotated as conserved hypothetical as components of the PFR and have verified seven of these by immunolocalization at the light microscope level. We used various bioinformatic strategies as an initial screen to probe for possible functions for these novel proteins and identified a number of interesting patterns. Six PFR proteins, including previously known components and representing 20% of the data set, have domains associated with calcium sensing, and taken together with the previously published interactions of calmodulin with PFR1/2 ([@ref30]), this suggests an important role for calcium regulation in the PFR. We have also identified a new domain designated meme1 that appears to be largely PFR-specific. Of the nine proteins that could be found to contain meme1, eight are in this data set, and we would predict that the ninth, which we have previously shown to be a trypanosomatid-specific component of the flagellum ([@ref12]), is also present in the PFR, perhaps in one of the structures less affected by PFR2 ablation. Given that the distribution of meme1 is restricted in the genome, we would predict that this motif has a role in specific protein-protein interactions of the PFR or assembly into or transport or recruitment to this structure, similar to that already established for the N-terminal extension of ADKA and ADKB ([@ref3]). Finally, an intriguing domain found in this bioinformatic analysis is the Beige/BEACH pfam domain of PFC10. In humans a protein containing this domain is implicated in Chediak-Higashi syndrome, an autosomal recessive disease likely resulting from abnormalities in vesicular transport. However, to our knowledge, none of the pathology associated with this syndrome is likely to be caused as a result of flagella/cilia dysfunctions ([@ref65]).

*Dependence Subgroups Provide Clues about the Role of the PFR in the Regulation of Flagellar Motility*---In this work we have demonstrated a reciprocal dependence relationship between two novel PFR proteins: PFC1 and PFC15. These two proteins were chosen for further study because domain predictions suggested a role in a potential PFR calcium signaling network as also suggested by the localization of calmodulin to the PFR and the finding that it interacts with the major PFR components ([@ref30]). Intriguingly, we have also shown that the PFC1/PFC15 relationship involves the previously identified PFR-specific adenylate kinases ADKA and ADKB ([@ref3]). Roles for calcium signaling and adenine nucleotides (in addition to the role of ATP as an energy source) in the regulation of flagellar and dynein arm function are well established, and our results may point toward these two systems being linked in the trypanosome PFR. We hypothesize that adenylate kinase function in the PFR responds to changes in calcium concentration to regulate adenine nucleotide homeostasis in the flagellar compartment. This could function to directly regulate the activity of dynein arms ([@ref66], [@ref67]) or perhaps provide and/or limit substrates for calcium-regulated cyclic nucleotide signaling pathways that have been described in the flagellum and shown to influence the mode of flagellar motility ([@ref68], [@ref69]). This could then provide a mechanism for calcium-regulated control of flagellar waveform. Flagellar wave reversal, changes in wave form, and regulation of microtubule sliding as a response to changes in calcium concentration have been described in a number of organisms, including trypanosomes ([@ref70]--[@ref81]). Recent work from our group demonstrated the switching from flagellar to ciliary waveform in three species closely related to *T. brucei* ([@ref82]), and our unpublished observations suggest that this is also a feature of motility in *T. brucei*. Calcium regulation is an important factor in the hyperactivation of mammalian sperm that involves changes in the flagellar beat ([@ref83]). Substantial evidence points to the central pair complex and radial spokes as key transducers of calcium signals to the dynein arms in *C. reinhardtii* ([@ref84]), and calmodulin has been localized to both of these structures ([@ref15], [@ref16]). Analysis of *C. reinhardtii* mutants suggests that the outer dynein arms control the beat frequency of the flagellum, whereas the inner dynein arms are responsible for the shape of the waveform ([@ref85]). In trypanosomes, however, it appears that beat frequency can be maintained in the absence of outer dynein arms, although the direction of wave propagation is reversed ([@ref33]). This highlights differences in the regulation of flagellar motility between these organisms, another example being the fixed central pair position of trypanosomes compared with the rotating central pair of *Chlamydomonas*.

Regulation of adenylate kinase function by calcium has previously been reported in other organisms, including in the flagellum of sea urchin sperm ([@ref86]--[@ref88]), and two adenylate kinases have been localized to the fibrous sheath of mouse sperm flagella ([@ref89]), a structure to which a number of intriguing parallels can be drawn to the PFR ([@ref4]), suggesting that this could be a more general feature of flagellar beat regulation in other eukaryotes.

*Forward View*---Several trypanosomatids are the causative agents of devastating parasitic disease in man. In Africa, *T. brucei* species are responsible for African trypanosomiasis or sleeping sickness, and in central and South America Chagas disease is the result of infection with *Trypanosoma cruzi*. No vaccines are currently available, and existing drug treatments are associated with high toxicity and, increasingly, drug resistance ([@ref24]--[@ref26]). The paraflagellar rod is a specific feature of all of these organisms, and work over several years has shown that, in model systems, vaccination with PFR proteins can confer total immunity to subsequent challenge with *T. cruzi* ([@ref90]) or more limited protection against *Leishmania* species ([@ref91]). In this work we have presented a list of PFR proteins, many of which are conserved among trypanosomatids but are also restricted to this lineage. Further work is needed to confirm any of these as possible vaccine candidates, although recent studies on one, KMP-11, have shown promising results ([@ref62], [@ref92]).

Recent work from our group has shown that the mammalian bloodstream form of *T. brucei* is exquisitely sensitive to loss of the PFR as a result of RNAi ablation of PFR2 whereby mice are able to completely clear a normally lethal challenge by this parasite ([@ref31]). RNAi mutants affecting axonemal components give a similar phenotype in the bloodstream form ([@ref12], [@ref32], [@ref33]), suggesting that impaired motility is the major factor in this phenotype and not a specific effect of PFR ablation. However, the restricted evolutionary distribution of the PFR structure compared with the more conserved components of the axoneme makes this a particularly valuable result from the viewpoint of therapeutic potential.
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The abbreviations used are: PFR, paraflagellar rod; RNAi, RNA interference; FAZ, flagellum attachment zone; MS, mass spectrometry; MS/MS, tandem MS; DIGE, difference gel electrophoresis; iTRAQ, isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantitation; PIPES, 1,4-piperazinediethanesulfonic acid; MALDI, matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization; TOF, time-of-flight; HPLC, high pressure liquid chromatography; PFC, paraflagellar rod proteome component; PI3K, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase.
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